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Want to know how money is made? Want to know who makes it? THIS ITEM IS NOT FOR ANY BOOK

.... You won't learn any of what is in High School, College or from watching the news Once you start

listening your going to become Furious or Curious. WHY? Because the majority of people do not realize

and have a complete MIS-UNDERSTANDING regarding today's money (Currency). and you know what,

it's meant to be EXACTLY that way. Soon, You'll know the truth after listening to these audios, The

Creature From Jekyll Island and A Reality Course on Money. Please purchase Mr. Griffins Books. Thank

You. The "MONEY MAGICIANS" secrets are unveiled. Your world view is definitely going to change.

You'll never trust a politician or a banker, ever again. Are you worried about inflation, The national debt

crisis. The pending collapse of your currency. It's all true and just around the corner. AN EDUCATION.

These audios provide MUCH more knowledge of currency & money than many banking employees have.

Get your copy NOW This amazing audio (MP3) collection explains in plain English what you need to

know.. and you need to know right now!. All audio (6 Hours 36 minutes) MP3 CD Not found elsewhere... .

PLEASE SHARE THIS DOWNLOADED ITEM WITH FRIENDS & FAMILY For "their" educational

information FEATURED ITEM As a Man ThinkethJames Allen 53 Minutes This selection, the result of

meditation and experience is not intended as an exhaustive treatise on the much-written upon subject of

the power of thought. It is suggestive rather than explanatory, its object being to stimulate men and

women to the discovery and perception of the truth that - "They themselves are makers of themselves" by

virtue of the thoughts which they choose and encourage; that mind is the master weaver, both of the inner

garment of character and the outer garment of circumstance, and that, as they may have hitherto woven

in ignorance and pain they may now weave in enlightenment and happiness. THE CREATURE FROM

JEKYLL ISLAND Edward Griffin 72 Minute MP3 Audio The Creature from Jekyll Island: A Lecture on the

Federal Reserve "G. Edward Griffin exposes the most blatant scam of all history. Its all here: the cause of

wars, boom-bust cycles, inflation, depression, prosperity. It's just exactly what every American needs to

know about the power of the central bank. A SECOND LOOK AT THE FEDERAL RESERVE Where does

money come from? Where does it go? Who makes it? The "MONEY MAGICIANS" secrets are unveiled.

http://www.dlfiles24.com/get.php?prd=32134008


We get a close look at their mirrors and smoke machines, their pulleys, cogs, and wheels that create the

grand illusion called money. A dry and boring subject? Just wait! You'll be hooked in five minutes. Reads

like a detective story which it really is. But it's all true. This book is about the most blatant scam of all

history. It's all here: the cause of wars, boom-bust cycles, inflation, depression, prosperity. A REALITY

COURSE ON MONEY by Edward Griffin 4 Hours 30 Minutes 56 Seconds A seminar by G. Edward

Griffin. The most recent version of this widely acclaimed seminar. Focuses on the history of a

three-century quest for control over the worlds money systems. Here is the story of the Rothschild's, the

Warburg's, the Seligman's, the Morgan's, the Rockefellers. It is the story of the takeover of the Bank of

England in 1694, the battle waged by Presidents Washington, Jefferson, Jackson, and Lincoln to prevent

a similar takeover of our own money system; the final victory of the banking interests in 1913 with the

establishment of the Federal Reserve System; the role of this group in the Crash of 1929; its continuing

effect of todays inflation, the national debt crisis, the pending collapse of currency; and what to expect as

the monetary structure comes apart in the days ahead. ABSOLUTELY A MUST LISTEN Tags: mp3
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